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This paper1 describes a.n algorithm detecting corners in two dimensional 
grey-scale lma.ges. Jn the following the paper first introduces why a connec
tionist approach is applied. Then it describes the design considerations of 
tl\e edge and corner detectors. Ne.xt tbe paper summarizes the simulation 
results. A discussion on impl~entation issues and a short conclusion tb.en 
follow. 

1 In trod uctiou 

Substam.ial psychophysical and physiological evidence [Barlow 83, Treis 
man 80, etc.] tndicates that nature has evolved a pre-altentive, highly
panllel, and data,.dnveu early visual system. furthermore, tnis ca.rly ''isual 
system stabilizes in the first seHral yea.rs of a.n animal's life. Various visual 
illusions, for example, subjective contour, simultaneous contrast, ... , etc, 
further demonstrate this. My research is to investigate this stable, highly 
effective pre-process. It is hoped 1 hat the knowledge will contribute to the 
design of a real time vision machine. 

'I he bounding contours of objects in a two dimensional image :ere known to 
be tmportant for recognitton. Attn eave [5~] further emphasized that comers, 
or discontinuous curvature ch2:nge.; along a contour, are important. ~ ... t ?_ny 
>.pproaches have been proposed for corner de:ection [Asada and Brady S6, 
J3au~her and Rosenfeld S7, Da•:is 'ii. etc'. But most method~ assume that a. 
giv~n conr.our exists and :he ~Jgorlthm just decides where along the contour 
the corners reside. From the Ytewpoint of a vision machirte, the problem 15 

more difficult. The contour~ of obt~cts in the scene are not !!Jven. Yet the 
corners need to be locat~d 
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Moreover, tbe detec1ion must be fast so that the robot or <he organism can 
IMeract with its en·monment effective!)'- Psychophysical data shows that 
recognition takes less than 200 milliseconds. So corner detection, supposedly 
a prerequisite for recognition, must be completed at least within hundreds 
of milliseconds. What architecture and algorithm would enable the corner 
detection be performed in real-Lime? 

I. Why a connectionist approach ? 

The von Neumann maclune is not the a.nswer. The sequential computer is 
too slow to process Lhe time sequence of two dimensional images. A simple 
calcula.lion suffices to iUustra.te this point. Assuming that ten frame~ of 
v1sual input are processed per second, each frame is of one thousand by 
tme thousand pixels To pars<· anti classify all these pixels requires, say, on 
average a hundred instructions per pixel . So rt takes a dedicated computer 
of one BTPS to achteve tbe requ1red performance. This is not likely, or at 
least not cost-effective, based on the current tec.hnology. 

Conventional parallel processing technrques do not seem to be th~ rigiiL 
it.nswer either. The reason is that each node or the multiprocessor os still a 
von Neumann machine The need of feeding instructoons and data to each 
processor requires the identification of simultaneously executable portions 
of a g1ven algorithm. Tb.is task of parallelism detection is well known to be 
djfficull. Together w.th the overhead of inter-processor communication, tLe 
multi-processing scheme is not likely to provide the required periorma.nce 

So a special-purpose mechanism tuned to process two-dimensional images 
1s needed. Based on the knowledge in the biological v1sual system. a neural 
network, or a connectionist approuh, seems to be the answer Contrary 
to the convent>ona.J computer, the connectlonr~t approach investJgatcs how 
a gross number of local processing umLS, when properly connected, can 
petform globally useiul functions. 

z. Several constraints of the connectionist approach 

The most prorrunent proper·.y of a connectionist approach is local wiring 
whirh, as I! nbc! and \V1esel ;nJ pointed out. is one oi the common ch"
actcristics of th~ neural sys1em The local wiring distribut~s thr senson 



information so ~he input image is processed in pa.ra.llel. The local wiring 
also a.llows the flexibility of cha.ngmg the local structure, thus enabling the 
system ~o adapt and learn. Lastly the locality assures reliability. 

Adap~ivity and parallelism have cost too. Each neuron is a local processor 
with limi~ed capability. Thus a task requ.iring global information is very 
difficult to implement. Moreover, the receptive field a.nd target function 
of a specific neuron are decided completely by the connections along th<:' 
path from tho input to this neuron. Locally a neuron ha.s no control of its 
functiou. A consequence is that, if a layer of neurons is topographic to the 
retina, there exists regular connections from recP.ptors in the sensor to th~ 
neurons in this layer. However, if a neural layer is not topogtaph.ic, then the 
spatia.l relationship can not bP recovered for the neural layers whose input 
depends solely on this htyer ln other words, if vision is to answer what io 
where, then where ba.s to be decided early in the process. The fact that only 
early visual areas, V 1, V2, V3a are topographic to retina {PhiUips 84, Van 
Essen 83) may serve as a demonstration of this pomL 

,\no~her problem of the connectionist approach is the costly data repre 
scnlttt!On. Sinee a neuron can only represent the amount of a specific signal, 
IL takes nu.merous neurons to represent a quantity. For example, if edge 
information is to be calculated by a connectionist algorithm, then a neuron 
is needed for every orientation at every location. 

2 The algorithm 

Our visual world is highly regular The imaging condition is consistent 
through years oi evolution; the shape oi many ob~cts have common prop· 
erties. Therefore, whf<ll proper constraints are built-an in the connection 
patterns of a neural network, reasonable fea~ure extraction can be achie,ed 
in real ume. The 1ncorporauen oi kno,vledge in the detection mechanism 
reflects th.e viewpoint oi Gibson's ecological optics. The difference is that 
nowadays the connecttonist appro~..ch ;s within the g-rasp of computer sim
ulation. This section describes an algorithm for corner deter.t1on followi:~~ 
tltis line of thinking. 

Edge detectors in thts algorithm are defined a.s filters which combine " 
smomhins operator with a differentiation operator As !v[arr [80j and many 



others pointed out, a. problem of the feature detection approaclt is that a. 
significant response of such an edge filte:z does not necessarily in<licate the 
presence of an edge. To cope with tb.is problem, it is assumed that the 
appearance of an edge can be belter justified by the combioa.Llon of tnese 
fLILer outputs at the same sampling point, while the appeara.nce of a corner 
can be decided by a neighborhood operation of these edge filter outputs. In 
some sense, \he edge detection is a first-order £tatistic and corner detection, 
the second. My simulation resulls veriiy that tb.is idea is effective in finding 
edge5 and corners. 

This section also describes a simple operation, called artefact cancellation. 
It is the counter-interaction of the outputs of edge ~lters with pcrpendic
u.la.r orientations at e.ach sampling location. The essence 1s that the edge 
filter outputs contain th.:; artifact due to <liscrele sampUog n.nd finite i.Lfl· 

proximation. Th" countcr-i otera.ction betwl'en edge filters ,,[ perpcnd~eular 
orientations effect1vely discounts th1s artifact. 

2.1 Edge filtering 

Given an image, "·here 1s the 1nformation wb.icb best in<licates the bound
ing contours of objects"' Prom the informatiOn theoretic sense, the place 
when image changes most contains the most information. Koenderink's [87] 
derivative of Gaussian (GD) model provides a mathematical background for 
detecting these changes. Then-jet- the convolution of nth-order derivatives 
of Gaussian with the irn"f,e - not only describes the 'early visual process 
elegantly, but also provides an efficient computation scheme. The question 
is what of those components in n-jd are semant irolly mel)ningfu(l 

Torre and Pogg1o [85, 86} showed that edge detection is an iU-posed prob
lem because the numerical <lifferenriation in the process causes che solution 
not to depend on the dat..; continuously. To make the problem regular. the 
physical constraint of smoothness, i.e., that a real edge must nave spatial 
coherence with i;.s neighbors. needs to be included in the edge computation. 
The resuh is that the differentiation must couple with a smoothing filter. 

For S'moothing. arnong th~ several possible choices, the Gaussian. g>ving 
the rnimma.l uncerlallltY and being computational!:; efficient (Koenderink 84 
,Poggio 86, Asada and llrad,· SGJ, seems to be the best choice . 

. 
' 
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Figure 1: (a) The kernels of an tsotropic edge liJter with o = 1.5 (b) an 
anisotropic kernel with a different standard deviation in the filter's target 
orientation and the direction perpendicular to the target orientation L~t 

the q and o .1. stand for tbesP. standard deviations. For the current imple
mentation, u = 1.5, ;u~d 0.1. = 0.75 ln the fignre, the arP.a P.nclosed by the 
circles :md squares is proportional to the weJ~ht of the filter 

For rufferentiauon, Ma.rr and Hildreth's (SO} zero-crossing of Laplacian 
of Gaussian ('Q2G) is widely applied in the field of computer vision. The 
scheme always gives a. closed contour, is computationally efficient, a.nd re
sembles the familiar shape of on-center, off-surrollnd receptive fteld . How. 
ever, this approach has its shortcomings too. First, the isotropy oi tltc filter 
also causes spatia. inaccnracy, especially for the sharp corners [Berzins 84]. 
Next, the second-order differentiation 10 'Q2G, compared with the edge de
tectors llSing only first-order derivatives, further amplifies the noise. Lastly, 
from the viewpoint of connectionist approach, since no orientation is specif
ically represented. Jt is '·ery difficult, ii not impossible, ior thJs scheme to 
explain Lhe inrther usage of edge information. For ~xample, how can subjec. 
tive contours which the author conjectures to be an evid~nce for the preat
~entive segmentation process, be -generated? t n summary. the zero-crossings 
of 'Q1G rna} provtde a prelimina.:y informatio1 on objec• boundaries, but, 
as Torre and Pogg1o [86] commented. it may be insufficient to account for 
! he ~~gmen1 a Lion process, in early vision. 
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Figure 2: The dc.finition of the polarity of edge filters. Note that the fu 
ters are a.rr<lllged from right to left to reflect the usual representation of 
counter-dod wise rotat1ng angles. Edge filters sensitive to fou r onenta.t10ns 
are applied m this implementation and are labeled by intrgers from 0 t<J 3. 

The next clloice is the first directional derivat1ve of the Gaussian. Though 
iu R2 derivatives at all directions ca.n be calculated based on two of them, 
the connectionist scheme needs a neuron to calc11late each of the orienta
Lions because of tbe representation constraint. The shape of tho kernels of 
these fillers is depicted in figure Ia The perform<Ulce of the filter is not 
satisfactory because. for this algorithm, the edge filters "re to detect the 
real object boundary, while the above-mentioned filters are equivalent to 
matched filters tuned to detect the edges blurred to a. cenain degree. 

Therefore, the algorithm uses a Gaussian with constant standard dev1a· 
twn in the direction perpendicular to thoe target orie.'ltation (denoted by o .1.) 
as the edge filter kernel. Figure lb depi"s the shape of these filter kernels, 
which resembles the receptive fields of Rubel and W1esel's 177) simple cells. 
At eac.h sampHng poim, the algorithm applies four ~dge filters with each 
of them sensitive to a ddferen1 orientation. For each onentation. there are 
two possible directions of contrast, call~d polarities, which are illustrated in 
figure 2. 

The rcmammg quest1011 is which o 1 to use. The result of a preliminary 
;t•tdy shows that the sensitivity of the filter WJth >. certe..n cr _ IS not much 
affected hy the different blurring levels 1n th<> input image This justifies the 
•Jse of the amsotropic edge fiitcrs iio" the a.L JS selected IS d1scnssed w1th 



other implem~>ntation issues. 

In summary, let E(z,y;8) be :he edge ftlt~: output of orientation 8 at 
location ( r, y), 

E(:r.ll;ll) = K(r,y;8) • I(z,y). 

where, I(r,y) is th~ input image, and K(:z:, y; 0) is the edge filter kernel . 

K(:r, y; 0) = { w(r, !1 )lw( r, y) = k X 8G(-z:, y )/ 80, r.' + y' .$ tllre~hold}, 

where k is a normalization constant 6uch that 

L k x w(z,y) =-I k L k x w(x,y) = 1 
(r.v}"'"~'·•l<O (•.v ... tr vi>O 

Moreover, 1\o•·ndNink j«ij shows that 

ar. iJG 
Oil (:r, 11: 8) = oz. (:r cos 8 -t ys~n8, -:rsm 9 + ycos/1 ). 

whcrP th.: ani~otmpir. Gaussian function, for orientation 0 in figure 2, 1s 

.L ~( ) 1 -4 -=1~ -, • . t. x, y = r.-= t >•· ;· e ~ . 
v 21fo ../2io J. 

2.2 Artifact. cancellation 

Grossbt>rl!; and !>hngolla [S6,87J, in designlllg a connectiorust model for 
their edge-based s•·gmenta.tion scheme. found that the edge filtN output 
gives bett~r rP.sults for later processing, .C the output of the filter with per
pendicular targ~t onentation is subtr.u:t~d from the edge filter output under 
consideration. A further e>:amination of this method shows that this scheme 
is effectiv~ to diminish the artifact due to the pixellation and d1gital sam
pling. Figure 3 de:nons~ra.t.e.s thls point. Le; £(z., y: 8' a:1d £( :r, y; 8 ~) ht> 
the output~ of the edge filters oi perpendicular or:~::tations 8 and 8.1. :\l the 
s;;mpling location ~x.y) Since th~r., can not be perp'!nd:cular edges at a 
specific sampHng pom:, :he :act :ha.: bo:h £{;;:. :;: 9) and E( z. y, 9 ... } are not 
zero mean• that there :s artifact. A rN.sonable thing to do is to perform 

E(z ·O) _ { ma;,(O.JE(x,y;11)1-lE(z,y;t7.!.)1) 
,y, - - ma.x(O,IE(z.y;O)I- j£(:r,y;B.dl) 

i :· E(:t.~;O) > o 
if E(.r.y;O) < o 

;\ott that olll)' tl1e output oi the filter wnh ta.rge: orientation right on edg~. 
,:l.S in figu:e 3a. JS nc: atf~tted The ou:put ~:rPr.;:h '; adjuHed downward 
fo; edf!P filtNs of all other o:.ent:nion5 

7 
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Figure 3 Tho arttfa.ct generated by edge filters. (a) Tho target orientatton 
is righl on edge (b) Both filters with target onentation perpe.odlcular to ~ach 
other have outputs (c) The situation when the artifact cancellation process 
may destroy useful information 

The only place this operation may dostroy useful1nformat1on IS around the 
right corner :.s describ~d :o figur~ 3c How~ver, sibce the eorne.r deteetioh 
is devised >)S second order statistics, i.e., it is based on tnformation at more 
than one sampling locattons, the loss of this tnformation does not affect the 
detect10n of a right angle 

2.3 Corner detection 

What is a comer1 For two-dimensional grey-scale :mages, a corner ~an be 
viewed a.s the place where two edges meet A corner can not be detected by 
template matclung as edge ftlters do for image intensity changes. A simple 
c<-lculation on required number of neurons shows this: A corner t:an have 
various opening angles and various opening directions. Since there is no way 
to know wbere there will be a corner in the tmage. there muot he a corner 
template oi every possible opening angle and opening direction everywhere 
111 the visual field . A cons~nallve es\trnate follows. -~ssuming the resolution 
of image is Jk by lk and corners can open to ten different directions and 
have ten different opening atlgles. Without counllng the polarity change, 
the required number o( corner templates is 10 X 10 X lk X Jk = 105 which 
16 closed to the total numbe: o( neurons m \·. 1\\·,~sel and HubeL ~~~ 

' 
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t'igure 4: The edge filtcnng near a corner on a rectangular sampling gnd. 

The derivation of the corner detector started from the idea that corner ts 
a local property a.nd thua ca.n be detected from local informaltOn. Further
mer~, there aro evidence that humans detect corners aft~r edges [Blakemore 
7 5, Dar low 8:1] A reasonable Msumpuon J.S thM, for a. rectangula.r sampling 
grid as used in this algonthm, whether a corner exists within a pixel can 
be decided by the output patterns of the edge fihers sampled at the pixel's 
nearest neighborhood. For example, in a rectangular sampling grid as in 
figure 4, whether a corner exists wahin the pixel defined by the four sam
pling points (indicated by 0- 3) can be decided by the edge fi.lter outputs 
at these four sampling points only. 

Furthermore, assuming that the corner deteCtion follows second order 
statistic, then there may be fixed patterns between edge filter outputs sam
pled at each pili of the four locations. AJter studying edge filler outputs at 

the si>: possible J)atrs of locations, the finding is ~hat. if an edge resides in a 
p1xel, there is at least a pa.!r edge filter Olltputs showing a certain polarity 
pattern. Figure ·'• summarizes these patterns which can be further catego
rized into two types. The first kind is mdicated by corner type> 0, 2. 4. 
and 6. whlle the second kmd by co: ner type l. 3. 5, and i. For corner type 
0, among the 16 edge filters. th~ ones indicated by the short line segments 
i11 the figure shoulo hav~ significant responses. :-.1oreove1. the edge filter of 
45° al position 0 and the one of !3..5° at position 3 should both have nega
tive polarity. Thi~ s aho true for posi~ions 2 and 3, bu: the resp<>ll$••s M<' 

(• 
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Figure 5: The possible patterns of edge filter outputs near " comer on a 
rectangular sampling grid. There are e.>ght of them (labeled 0- 7 in the 
figure) based mainly on the corner's opening direction. 

smaller For corner type l, both the pa.a of edge filters of orientation 135" 
at location 0 and 2 and the pair of oo~ at location 1 and o• at location 3 
have opposite polarities. 

The algorithm is tolerant with the definition of these patterns. When I 
changed the details of the definition, the result does not vary significantly 
if the definition follows what illustrated in figure 5. An example of tbe 
definition for corner type 0 and 1 is described by the fol!owrng equatrons. 

ma.x(O, f(£(0: 1 ), £(3; 3)) 
- j(E(l; 1),£(2;3))) 

C(loc;O) = 

0 

( 

/( E(O, 3), £(2; 3)) 

C(loc.) = 

0 

10 

if £(0; 1) X E(3: 3) < 0 & 
EfJ·l) x £(2; 3) < 0 & 
£(1: 1), E(2: 3) > E _thd & 
E(O, ll, E(3, 3) > E..J.hd 

other;vise 

if £(0;3) X £(2;3) < 0 ,\( 
E(O; 3), E(2, 3) > E.thd & 
£( 1: 2). E(3· 0) > E..l.hd 

otherwise 



where, C(loc; type) denotes the probability of occurrence of a corner (called 
corner strength) at the location surrou.nded by sampling points 0 - 3, type 
specifies the corner type defined in figure 5, E( Ioc; B) denotes the edge filter 
output of orientation 0 at location loc, E.lhd stands for edge threshold, and 
f(E1, E2) is a simple function g•v•ng a pixel's corner strength based on the 
edge filter outputs. An example of this fune~ion is I min(! Ell, I S21)1. 

A program detecting these patterns based on the a.bovc definition w;)S 

implemented. Simulat1on results show that most of the sampling location~ 
marked by a sm<ill circle in figureS are satisfactorily detected as corners. 

ThP algorithm is mainly b:•sed on the polarity of the edge filter output~, 
hence is more stable aga.msl noise than the method based on the numeric val
ues of edge filter outputs. Another strength of the algor~thm lies in the fact 
that th~ algorithm Mpends only on the local information and is very simple 
Not only an efficient implementation on con,•ent1ona.l computer arcb.it~cturc 
is possible, but a con~truction of a connectionist algorithm is feasible. 

Figure G shows a possible c;onncctionjst implcmcnta.uon of this algorithm 
There are four layers . In thr mput image layer, each circle indicates a. 
receptor which stores a pixel mtensny of an 1mage. E:ach edge filter detects 
tb~> intensity change at the sampling points in between the pixels of the 
input image layer. At each sampling -point, there are eight edge filters of 
di fferern target orientations or polarities. The wiring between the edge filter 
layer a.nd the input ima.ge i' not shown because of the complication il causes 
Each neuron in layer 3 ha.s inputs from edge filters at two sampling locations. 
An example of the connections between the edge filter layer and the layer 3 
(marked with do ned wiring a.nd shaded drde) is illustrated m more detail in 
figure Gb. which shows that both orientation and polarity contnbute to the 
corner detrction. Each neuron in layer 4 has inputs from mainly neurons in 
layer 3. Its firing indicales that. there is a corner "it bin tne pixel surrounde<J 
by samphngpoints J- 4 in the input •mage layer. Since there are eight corner 
types, the n~urons shown in 4 ne.,rl :o r~peal ior eight •imes. Since ~ach 
connection described above periorms oniy a \'eTY simple function, a neural 
network construction is feasible. 

I J 
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!>igure 6: (a) A connecuonh~ irnplemt• tllalton of ~he algorithm. (b) A morr• 
clt•t:Uli!d description oi 'w ~x .. mplt• of wnnec~ions from layer 2 to la.yrr :1 

3 Simulation r esu lts 

The algonthm tS •mp!emented by programs in C O!l a Sun workstation. 
Fi&"r" 7 shows the output a.ft~r ~ar.h s::.gc of the a1gor!thm. Fi&"rc 7a 
is the sampled inpm of a :riangle 7b shows the result of edge detection 
Sole that, at each sampling loCAtion, edg-e fJter outputs of four dilferent 
target orientations are shown. 7c 1S the resul~ 'loiter a.r:iiact canceUa.tion 7d 
demonstr;•tes that the thr~e corners are succe;sfully detected. \\'hat foUows 
describes the strengths and limits 01 thoe algorithm. 

l. The a lgorithm works und!!r vnrious sit uat ions. 

Figure S shows iou :- corners of vano1.1s opentng angles. They arc solect"d 
from a collection of si:nula:ed r~sults Ol\ a:ttficial . idea! corners. All oi th~se 
corners ar~ Joc<ot.ed at(>.~ ) oi a (:S, 16} gnd For :he corner o! 15°, the 
location detected :s shtft.•d because oi :t.e iaadequacy of the :-cctangul.u 
sampling. which is rlea:l! s!:own an :!le sa.:npl~d :est i~pct For a flat cdg", 
:her~ IS no corn": de:ec:ed aS ~lip~ct~d The: .. """ also corners det••cted 
near the bounriary of the !ram•' 

12 
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Figure 7: Fortes~ pa.uern or a. triangle or 30•, 60° and go•. (a.) the sampled 
input (b) the result of edge filtering (c) after artifact canr.ellation (d) th~ 
detected corners 
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Figure 8: Corners of various opening angles. (a) 1s• (b) so• (c) 150° (d) 
180° Row I shows the mput panerns. Row 11 shows the results after artifact 
~:.anccllation. Row III is the result of corner detection. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9: Two triangles of arbitrary orientations. (a) a triangle of •15°, 45°, 
and 90° (b) a triangle of 30°, 30•, and 120•. 
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(a) 

Figure 10: Corners not formed by two linear edges. 
pacman with a line segment. 

·. 
(b) 

(a) a 

~ 
.. . 

.n 

pacman (b) a 

Figure 9 demonstrates the simulation results of two "triangles arbitrarily 
orieni.ed 7b and 7d are the simulation results of test patterns 7a and 7c 
respectively. Note that. for each corner, the algorithm does not g1ve a single 
location. Instead several pixels ne:u the exact location of corner are indi 
ca.ted. This is mainly due to the dig•tal sampling and can be improved by 
mutual inhibition. 

Figure 10 shows the detection of corners not formed by two linear edges. 
Sb also shows tr.at the algorithm can detec;t the comers caused by the overlap 
of two shapes. 

Figure I 1 shows the simulation result on a portion of a. real scene. Since 
a natu rrJ $Cene is usually very comphcated, causing the simulation result to 
be difficult to see, this test pattern 1S intentional!,· selected by Jls rclauve 
simplirity Th~ loc<ction;o of dclcctcd corn~rs a.re compared with the 1m;;gc. 

14 



The result is satisfactory. 

2. Line ends are detected naturally. 

The algorithm detects line ends naturally. If a line segment is too wide, 
t.e., it becomes a. rectangle, then four corners will be shown. Figun• 12 sb.ows 
tbe simulation result. 

3. The algorithm has its capability limits. 

This subsection describes the capability lirruts of the algorithm. Th~ .,ffect 
of corners of sharp and nearly flat angle$, noiSe, and blurring arc rcspect:vely 
di.cussed Possible solutions a.re discussed in the next section. 

The algorithm does not work as well on sharp and nearly flat corner~. 
Figure 13 shows the result on cornf'rs of ts• and 150°. The r.~;u;on is that 
edge filtt~S <t.rC· 45" apart. For corn~rs of tlat a.ugles, they c~ut not tell if il is 
near a cornc·r or is a pcrfrn ~dg~. For .:orncrs with sh~ angles, th<' output 
of edge filters are more seriously a.lfectl'!! by the noise and till' artifact of 
pixellarion. SincP. :h~ comer d.;~ecuon ts ba.!··<l on the edge filter outputS, Jt 

i• accordingly alfected 

1\oise alfects the performance of the algonthm. Thls. is expe-cted sincP. a. 
corner, a.s a. property of 2-]el, is more soenstttvc to notse than edges. In figure 
14, the results arr not lhresholded. It seems that the performanc·~ is heavily 
inl!ue!lced for random notse oi signal to noise ratio below 1.67. 

Figure 15 dr,scribes the ;,ffeet of blurring. The algo:ithm does not beho:.ve 
a.s well wben the r; of the b!l!rrir.~ Ga.uss1ar. ~XC!>eds 3 ;Hxels Figur~ 15b 
and 15c show ano:h-. problem~ b:urcing smootb.s :he cor::er, but the number 
of comers shown mc~~a.ses witl-, the !ncrea.slng bi:!rring levels The reason 
is that. a.t thos·~ r•tua.tions. bes!des decreasing :he i!lte:tsity gra·liertts a.t a 
real edge. blurnng also causes the intensity gradients to spread out. Smce 
the threshold for the edge filters is small (l in !0) and unchanged through 
>hese simuhttons, the detected edl(es spread out and the cornor detection 
ib a.'i~r:ed \\'he:~ the bi·Jrring J~v"J tncre~rs "-' 10 figure 15d. th•• c>rners 
d;~anp~ar. 
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Figme 11: Corners detected in a real scene. (a' "-" im~e of a b•tilding, 
portion in the frame is e.xtracted as test panerns b) test pauems with area 
of circle repreM'nting the intensity (c) the output after artifact cancellauon 
(d) important corners are correctly detected. 
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F'igu.re 12: Two examples of line end detection. 
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Figur~ !3: A triangle of 15°. 15°. a."\d 150". 
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(a} (b) (C) (0) 

Figure 14: The effett of r4lldom noise. The signal lo noise ratio is (a) 5 (b) 
2.5 (c} 1.67 (d) 1.25. 
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Figure lfl : The effecl oi blurring. A two dimensionaJ Gaussian is tised as 
the blu rri ng function The u is (;u 0 75 (bl 1 S (c) 3.0 (d) 6.0 pixels 
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4 Discussion 

As Tsotsos commented [87), 

computer simulat ton is different from rnathematicol modeling be
cause the problem of pizellotion, sampling, and comput4tional 
complezity must be coMtdered 

l.n this section these problems related to input representation, edge filtering, 
a.nd corner detection are described. The section ends with a brief discussion 
on the computational complexity of the algorithm. 

The first problem is the representation of the input tmage. Since a. bio 
logical Vtsual system performs a.n imaging process just as a vision ma.dune 
does, the sampling problem is inevitable For convenience, th~> input repr·~
sentation is chosen to be a two dimensional array of real numbers ranging 
from ~ero to one. For artificial test patterns, the portion of a pixel covered 
by a figure is calculated a.nd the pixel intensity i~ accordingly adjusted. 

For edge filters, rhe first question is "·hat should be the a a.nd a J.. The 
trade-off is !.hat a bigger a gives a better signal to no1se ratio; wh.ile a smaller 
on..: more accurately indicates the location of the det~t"-d feature. A clue 
comes from the ps~ chophysical data. Bergen and Wilson (79] showed that 
four scales with a approximately equal to 3, 6, 12, 23 ptxels suffice to explam 
many psychophysical phenomena. ~1arr, Poggio, and Hildreth [80] further 
pointed out that a smaller scale is likely. Based on these considerations, 
u and a l. are select~d to be J..S and 0. 75 pLxels respecuvely. Another 
consideration is from the sampling theo:ry. The Nyquist frequency for the 
first-order differential of Gaussian with a equal to 1 is about 1.2 cycles per 
pixel So the fiher selected as above caus~s aliasing error. However, the 
corner detection 1S based mainly on the orientation and polarity of edges at 
neigh boring sampling locatioM, so it is not sensitive to the small sampling 
error. The trade-off of spatial accurac.)· is well worth it. Anoi.her set of 
simulation based on kernels •vith both a ana UJ. equal to 0.7.; pixels generally 
shows even beLLer performa..Tlce. 

Another quesLior, about the ~dge fiher i• that, at each sampling location. 
how many orienllH>ons shall we apply ·he edge filter? Since sampling is on" 
rectang•1lar grid . fo·Jr orientations with each oi tltern havine; both pola.ntH!> 
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(a) (b) 

Fi!!,ure lti· Two possible schemes to improve the a.Jgorhhm: (a) more sam
pbng points a.rc considered (bJ a hexagonal sampling grid. 

su.iL the pUJposc. I investigated thP possibility of applying edge filters on 
more onentations. !t does not increase the algonthm performance by much, 
but e;,us<!s lhe programming aJ1d the eol'tstruetion of a eonnetlionist model 
to be more difficult. 

As described in the last section, the proposed corner detector does not 
work as well for sharp and nearly fiat corners. Its performance is also af. 
fected by noise and blurring. There arc two possible remedies at the cost 
of throwing m more resources Figure l6a demonstrates that an example of 
how this algorithm can be extended to taking into account the neighboring 
16 S<.mpling point.s. Instead of considenng only locations 6, 7, 10, 11, all 
locatlons marked with an arrow can be used to either increase or decrease 
the estimation of the probability of the existence of a. corner in the shaded 
area. For example, if the edge filter pair at location 1 a.nd 4 with marked ori · 
entation fire substantially and ha.ve opposite polarily, then ~he probability 
should increase. Another scheme is by using the hexagonal sampling grid a.s 
depicted in figure !6b. A version of the program based on this scheme is no<> 
under construction. l believe that this scheme will improve the algorithm 
performance. 
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Anotaer observation on the performance of comer detection is that 1\ 

really depends on the edge filters. U the edg\! filters arc not working properly, 
corner detection will not work either. In this sense, the edge filter can be 
viewed as a. part of the corner detector. 

Though the algorithm has its shortcomings, the author does not consider 
these as a serious drawback. The point is that a.ll visual systems have 
limited resources- limited processing power and limited processing time. Yet 
the visual environment is arbitrarily complicated. Unpredictable situations 
beyond the visual system's detection capability may always occur. Therefore 
It is impractical to .always seek for perfect solutions. The economic use of 
resources Is important 

The resources required for this algorithm is brieBy analyzed as follows. 
Note that the estimation is based on the current implement<.tion. Assum•ug 
the resolution of the input image is m 1< n, the number of orientattons is 
k, the number of comer types is c, tben we need m X 11 x k edge filt~rs, 
(6 + c) x m x n corn~r detectors, pl11s other intermediate connections in 
~h•· order <>f m x n Note that each neuron has only local conMctions. 
say, of upper bound I Then the number oi connections m the nat work i;; 
in O(Imn(6 + k +c)). If tbe algorilltm IS simulated on a von .\;euma.nn 
machine, thls figure indicates the order oi required computation time. l'or 
the current implementation, w1~h image of 1~8 x !~8, neural connections 
of 50 or1 average, the computation loa.d is about 1.5 1< 108. With a 10 

MIPS machine, a Sun 4 for now, it takes minutes to run. r~vtdently, with a 
connectionist tmpleruentatton or a muJti-processin~ arch.itecture, real-time 
performance ca!l be •!xpected. 

5 Conclusion 

Thts paper describes an edge-based comer and line end detector. It has 
·oeen shown that the intuitively simple S{;heme successfully detects corners 
under ,·a.rious conditions. The essence oi the scheme lies on the iact that 
the detectton ts based only on the local information Hence a co!lnectionist 
algorithm can be built and an ~fficient implementation on a multi-processing 
architc(lur;; is likely 
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The design of the algorithm is based on the knowledge in human VJ~ual 
system, the constraints imposed by our visual world, and the functiona.l 
analysis on the computational needs of visual tasks. Besides the design 
of a belter computer visJon system, it is hoped that the knowledge thus 
attained will help understanding the working principles of the biological 
visual system. 

There are many problems left, for example, how to cope with noise and 
blumog in the image? Row will the hexagonal sampling grid help detecting 
corners? Answers to these questions still await further investigation. 
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